Ukraine Relief Materials Needs
Updated April 27, 2022

These are the current needs requested by BCM Ukraine for Relief Ministry. This list will be updated regularly. New or like new items are requested. Other specific requests may be shared separately for security and privacy purposes:

Ongoing:
1. Preserved food, canned and dried or packaged. Not fresh or perishable foods. (Best donated through European sources.)
2. General basic first aid supplies
3. Clothing
   3.1. Under garments and socks, various sizes for men, women, and children. Both regular wear and for cold weather.
   3.2. Outer garments, general clothing, coats, jackets, sweaters, sweatshirts, hats, gloves.
   3.3. Work apparel (tactical and/or hunting style sports quality, NO CAMO), gloves, safety glasses.
   3.4. Work boots (adult various sizes), heavy duty and safety oriented (tactical and/or outdoors sports quality).
   3.5. Good wear and walking shoes for children, various sizes.
4. Sleeping bags (rated for cold weather).

Specific Requests:
1. Two-person tents (5)
2. Quad prop drones with cameras medium range (4)
3. Walkie Talkies 2-handsets and 4-handsets, medium range (4)
4. Cordless power tool sets with extra batteries, like the Milwaukee combo sets that can be used for multiple tasks and light. (Multiple sets)
5. Regular hand tools (various)
6. Electronic tool sets with testers, etc. (various)
7. 9,000 watt portable gas generators (5 to start with)
8. 2,200 watt portable inverter generators (5 to start with)
9. Hand-held metal detectors (4 to start with)